Greetings!
We hope everything is well and safe at your end.
In these uncertain times, staying safe & alert is what we all look forward to the most in the
coming few months.
Amidst the chaos of the novel COVID-19 outbreak, we at iWave Systems are hard at work
on developing and enhancing our solutions to help achieve a stranglehold against the
virus spread.
We’ve launched some innovative solutions ranging from an Edge AI solution to a low-cost
facial recognition system, and expert solutions for current market needs. We’d love to help
accelerate your project, reduce risks, and get you to market faster.
Keep reading to find out more..

What's New
Enabling Edge AI with iWave
Corazon-AI
An AI solution targeted for edge
acceleration with Xilinx Vitis™ AI Stack and
deep learning inference engine...

Ultra-Low-Cost Facial Recognition
System
An innovative facial recognition demo using
i.MX 8M Mini Board and NXP® eIQ™ ML
Software.The solution enables a no-contact
access application...

Collaboration with Crank Opens Up
Smart Possibilities
Discover how iWave i.MX 8 series SOM
and SBC boards are making use of
Storyboard software to enable rich GUI
experience...

Combating COVID-19 Through
Innovative Embedded Solutions
Can embedded technology help the
medical industry fight COVID-19? Find out

how we help with up to date innovative
solutions...

What's New In iWave OBD II Solution

Transforming Fleet Management
with Enhanced Analytics
iWave OBD II device is now updated
with multiple regulatory certifications
and new features such as CAN FD,
SAE J1939 Protocol, and Secure
FOTA , enabling easy fleet
management.
Read More ▸

CAN FD-Revolutionizing the Way
Modern Vehicles “Talk”
Get detailed insights on CAN FD and
learn about its advantages in iWave
OBD II device.
Read More ▸

Product Updates
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS support for iWave's i.MX8QM SMARC SOM and SBC
4K Encode & Decode through 12G SDI In/Out in iWave’s MPSoC SOM
Adaptable JESD204B Data Acquisition and Processing Solution from iWave

Want more information?
Just write to mktg@iwavesystems.com or visit www.iwavesystems.com

Click here for our Business Partner Contacts
in your Region
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